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ABSTRACT

Th© purpose of this expertoent was to study some of the 

differences in the perception of schizophrenics and normal 

subjects, especially when past experience (in the form 

of verbal labels) was introduced into the experimental 

situation.

The procedure involved flashing designs tachisto* 

scopically and having the Os draw what they saw. Past 

experience was introduced to the experimental group by 

giving the designs labels that did not fit them with com

plete accuracy. It was hypothesized that, under this 

condition, distortions in th© ^direction of the label” 

would be store pronounced in th® reproductions of the 

normal observers.

The results, under control conditions, were that the 

schizophrenics produced more distorted reproductions than 

did th® nonschizophrenics. This was as predicted and Is 

consistent with previous research findings.

The results with P (distortions in the direction of 

the label) were more equivocal. When only dichotomous 

judgments (marked “P* and ’’Kof) were considered, the per

formance of the schizophrenics appeared to be more affected 

than that of normal observers. However, when the designs 

were divided into three equal groups, from most like the 

label to least like the label, another answer became
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apparent• It was found that Boruial obaervex*®, under 

experlsoatal conditions of the lafcel a@t, reproduced 

drawings that reflected elemeot# of both the percept and 

th® latroduced disparate concept (l.e., ’’label**). A® a 

group, acbizophreaic obeervers could aot make this compro

mise; thus, their perfomanca was interpreted as reflecting 

a lack of ability to assimilate divergent infomation and 

a lack of accuracy in distinguishing relevant from 

irrelevant in processing this information. Schisophrenic 

performance in this study was interpreted to be consonant 

with that of previous studies in terms of such charac

teristics of schizophrenic behavior as over-literalness 

and over-inclusiveness.
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CBAPTSH I

imODUCTIOU

Th® primary purpose of thia study 1® to attempt to 

provide a modest extensioa to th® knowledge already developed 

concerning differences in perceptual organisation between 

echiaophrenic and Eon-BChlzophrenie populations. The basic 

assumption in th® above statement—>that schizophrenics do 

perceive the world differently—is supported by a number of 

studies, e.g., Dunn (1954)? Barris (1958)$ Kiebuhr and Cohen 

(1958)$ I<oving®r (1958)$ Cohen, Senf and Huston (1935)$ 

Cooper (1960)$ Wckowicz and Witney (1980)$ and Snyder, 

Rosenthal and Taylor (1961).

This asswaption is also explicit in, at least, two 

theories of schizophrenia (Arieti, 1955$ McReynolds, I960). 

Both of these theories postulate that one of the primary 

differences between nomals and schizophrenics in their per

ceptual transactions concerns differences in effectiveness in 

assimilating past and present experience. This more specific 

assumption is supported by the studies of Weckowicz and Witney 

(1960) and Snyder, Rosenthal and Taylor (1961), Hie difference 

seems to b® that the schizophrenics are not as efficient in 

the systematic usage of past experiences as guide lines for 

coding ongoing perceptual experience.

There have been a number of experiments that have demon

strated that th® perceptual organization of normal observers 
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(Os) is loflaeaced by past expaxleaces, e.g,, Bmner and Goodmn 

<1M7)$ Braises aad Wstoaa (lS4S)g Lssbert, Saleson and Watson 

(1.943) g Ferity (1910)$ Bxrack« (1S33)$ Bryaer, P'ostsan and 

Hodrigws (1551)$ Schafer a»d Murphy (1543)$ laggard and Eos® 

(1944), and Carsiohael, IMgsa asd Walter (1932).

this point, let us set forth special usages in this 

report far one ©r two key terss$ we shall then ^ive a synoptic 

statement of the experiwntal proxies. 

F'ercMtion

Unless atherwlse stated, 1® this report, “perception” 

refers to visual perception. Further, the term “perception" 

is used rather loosely to Include overt belwviors from which 

the process of peroeptual experiencing is inferred. For 

©za®pl®, although "size Judgsents,” "color Judgests", "distance 

judgments", graphic reproductions, etc. ar® not, strictly speak

ing, direct representatives of pur® perceptual acts, they ar® 

frequently interpreted as if this were so. W® make this point, 

at th® risk of dwelling upon th© obvious, beeauw we feel that 

th® danger of misinterpretation is particularly prevalent in 

this research area,

la th® present study, perceptual or^n.lzati©n is inferred 

fro® the Os’ graphic reproductions of visual stimuli. Although 

this procedure introduces a certain amount of additional error 

variance, it does provide th® opportunity for a relatively ob

jective system of data analysis.
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la this report# ’’past esperiene®” refers to any prevailing 

influence upon perception other than that exerted by the absolute 

characteristics of currently •existent stimuli. Thus, ’’past 

experience” may refer to such diverse sources of influence as 

prior learning (or over-learning), experimental sets, specific 

or general attitudes, etc.

In th® present study, ”past experience” was introduced by 

’’labeling” the stimuli at the time of presentation. The label 

was selected to elicit an “i®@ge” (i.e«, a familiar representa

tive of past experience) at variance with the actual ambiguous 

perceptual characteristics of the presented figure. 

Statement of Problem

Se»i-aoorphoua designs were presented tachistoecoplcally 

to 30 normals and 30 schixophrenice. Th® Os were ashed to 

draw what they saw. To observe th® effects of past experience, 

B labeled the designs, as described above, for 15 Os in each 

of the two grasps, first, th® reproductions were Judged to 

deteraine if a subgroup of schizophrenics who were not told 

the ’’name” of the designs made more distortions than a corres

ponding group ef nonschizophrenics. Second, the reproductions 

were judged to determine whether or not the introduction of 

th® label produced differential effects upon other subgroups 

of schizophrenic and nonschizophranic os.
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MCSOBOIES ASO) 1IST03T

Tber® isav© beea a Bomber of ©a^serlaental atteapts la tbe 

past fr# rears to Sewestrste tow past experience, either general 

or Epeeifie la aatura, attests the perception of normal persons, 

la this chapter, sobs examples of those studies ere presented 

is order to give a pictore of the results with noraal Os (Ob

servers) as a bacfegwoad for other studies using echizo-phreaic 

Os« S©ae of th® studies using sehlsophrenics are then preseated 

for contrast. Finally, th® hypotheses of this investigation 

are stated.

First, let es lo<A at the effect cm perception of a specific 

type of past experience--past e^erlenc® with special eeaning 

for a person or group. The exp®ri®@Bt that started this series 

and remains the classic is the one by Bruner and Goodoan (1347). 

la this study, two experimental groups, oxi® of ”richM children 

and one of **poorM children, were asked to Judge the sizes of 

coins. CceparsMy-steed cardboard discs were Judged by control 

groups. It was found that not only were the coins Judged as 

larger than the cardboard discs but, also, the poor children 

perceived the coins to be larger than did the rich children.

Bruner and ft»st®an (1545) had woaea collegs students 

adjust a spot of light to wke it the ease size as various 

BtiBules discs. Th© discs were of different sizes, and had 

positive (dollar), negative (swastika), or neutral (diagonals) 

eyisbols on thoa. It was found that the size of th® discs, as
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well a» values ®sslga®4 te t&ea, proceed variation in the 

seeura©^ of 61a® judga©Bts» Iscrsassd si« ©f th© <#iscs, 

positively valued eyabols, and oegatively valued cyabols all 

produced overestisatioas ©f slss. Th® positively valued 

syiaMl was Judged as larger thaa th® negatively valued symbol, 

and both w@r® wtlBated as larger thsa th® syrnfeol with aeutral 

vale®*

Th® possibility that ths differaaces ia sizs estlsaatwa 

wr® das to iahereat diff®reaces la th® properties of th® 

stimuli (3s), rather than to differences in th® value orienta

tion of the C'3, was investigated in another study (Laebert, 

Sol»>n and Watson, ISO)* It ws found tl»t, when a poks-x 

chip becase a seeoadary rslsfoTOer, children overestimated 

its else in ctoaparisoo with ether children to who® th® poker 

chip was not a secondary reiaforeer. Th® paker chip becaa® 

a secondary r©inforc®r for the Cs in th® expertaeatal group 

when the E (oKporiaentor) g»v® poker chips in return for work 

performed, then allowed the children to use th® chips to buy 

candy* Th® control group did th® ease work and received the 

candy, but without tiw use of paker chips. After ton days, 

the estisates of eto@ of tlw chips by th© Oa ia the ©speriscntal 

group were significantly larger than those given by the Ga in 

tbo control group* After one day of oxtinctioa, in which candy 

was no longer given for ths chips, the control group and the 

cxportoental group did not differ in their estimatee of th© 

bI» of the chips. Tim, with one additional day of training



iin.-whi©^ tlsa wer® agsla W tM experimental group

to toj candye tbi@ gwap again owrestiaated the sise is coa- 

6

prison witii the control group. &ww@r, thia group difference 

was not as large as it bad been Before the extinction period.

These studies all indicate that aa object that has special 

meanleg for a person or groop ©ay be perceived differently (at 

least in terns of sixo) than equivalent objects of neutral value. 

The- question arlsess how does past experience is a mre general 

sense Influence peroeptsal organixation? The studies reported 

below are attempts to ®wt this question.

(fee of the first porwas to ®bM® ®a experimental study of 

perception as it is related to other general factors of experience 

was Perfcy (1910). laasg other things she found that, by instruct- 

leg aa O to look at a neotral field and to issgine he was loolcing 

at ® certain object, she could project a distinctly visible isag® 

on th® field wittoyt the 0*a realizing that ho was actually see

ing tto object and sot merely imagleiag it. r$w this experiment 

and others la her series, she coacluded that th® wi®ag® of iaagi* 

nation” is not completely dissimilar to th® equivalent perceptual 

experience of the present.

Since that time, there have been a siwtor of experireental 

attempts to dewnstiite some of the w>re general effects of past 

e^orlsnce upon perception. For example, Bonckeres (1323) first 

sot of experiwnts involved having Os match the color of familiar 

objwtg ©a a color wheel. Kl« Sh coesistod of an artificial leaf 

and a donkey that were ®ad@ of the same material and were about 
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th® same la size. Although the two Ss were the ease color 

the 0®, ia using the color wheel, judged th® leaf to be greener 

than the donkey. la another experieent in the ©aw eerie®, 

Ou&cker had Cs eat chocolate and report on their experience. 

He used both regular dark chocolate and whits chocolate which 

was new asd unfaiailiar to the 0®. Ee found that, when th® Os 

were blindfolded, they could not tell th® differenc® between 

th® two kinds of candy; but when they were able to see the whit® 

candy, they reported that they did eot like the taste because 

it w-as ’’too silky,” ’’too buttery,” etc. Th® conditions which 

Duncker considered isportant to produce perceptual distortion 

as an effect of past ©xperieac® were some degree of ambiguity 

and a naive subject. Ee fousd, for ©xampl®, that a painter who 

was used to working with colors did not Blsperc®ive th® color 

of objects.

Another experiment in which color was used as a ®@ans of 

studying th® influence ©f past experience on perception is a 

mor® recent study by Eruner, Postman aed Eodrigue® (1951). They 

instructed four groups of Cs to judge the coloi* of ovaloid and 

elongated ellipsoid £»$ these Ss were .given names, i.®., tomato, 

tangerine, lemon, boiled lobster claw, carrot and banana. Each 

of th® objects to be judged was actually th® same color. The 

situation for th® four groups differed in term of asicunts of 

inforsation given concerning th® experimental procedure. For 

exariple, on® group was glvsa only th® minimum information es

sential for perfoming as an 0. Another group bad tlx® expcrisiont 



thoroughl>r explalesd is advance. This explaaatioa Included 

such InfGrsatiea as the fact that all Ss were actually th® 

Baa® color. The four groups were divided into subgroups on 

th® basis of di.ffer®BC@s in procedure followed to match the 

color ©f the 8 with a color ©n a color wheel. The methods 

of presentation were: sisultaneous presentation of S and color 

wheel, successive presentation ©f S and then the color wheel, 

and aatehing th® color of the 8 fro® me&ory. It was found 

that suwunt of i©f©r»^.on was positively associated with ac

curacy of perception. It was also found that siaultaneou® 

satching was more accurate than successive matching, and that 

both ©f these were more accurate than matching fro® memory. 

The Inaccuracies in perception were in th® direction of the 

labels. For example, the S termed a **tomato” was judged to 

be redder than the S labeled as a ’*lemon.''* &en the Os were 

Batching colors directly, under good lighting and with com

plete information as to what was happening, ths influence of 

past learning upon perception was negligible.

From these two groups ©f experiments, it appears that 

accuracy ©f perception (at least as concerns the stimulus 

qualities ©f sin® and color) is to some extent influenced 

by past experience. The consensus seems to be that as the 

stimulus situation becomes more ambiguous, th® 0 is more 

inclined to use past experience t© organize his perceptions. 

If past experience does influence perception, then it 

ehould bs passible to'induce a certain perceptual response by 



©aaipulatifig past experience. Schafer and Murphjr (1943) at- 

twpted to do this. They syperiapoeed a number ©f circular 

figure® 1® such a way as to produce two complemeBtary profiles. 

These profiles were alternately presented a Buaber of times 

until the 0 recognised each ©f the profiles as it was presented. 

One of the two profiles was consistently rewarded. After this 

training period, the circles were suddenly presented together. 

This was dons quickly, so that the 0 **6®^* only the prof 11® 

that was dominant at th® presentation. The Os consistently 

reported seeing the previously rewarded profile.

Also, Haggard aad Roes (1844) were able to condition per

ception. They trained their Os to ’’see” the autokinetlc phe

nomenon, and found that they could condition both direction 

and magnitude of this perceptual illusion.

Let us look at one more study of th® influence of past 

experience on the perception of normal subjects. This study 

(Carmichael, Hogan and Walter? 1932) will be presented in greater 

detail, because the procedures employed will be adapted for use 

in th® current study. The experiment involved the effect of 

language on perception. Th® procedure was to use a set of 12 

drawn figures, well defined but not clearly recognizable as 

familiar objects. For on® group, each figure presentation was 

preceded by a spoken word ©r Mlabel,” representing a familiar 

object. A second group was presented the same pictures, but 

with a different set of labels for them. The third group 

was used as a control? the figure® were simply presented sep

arately to these C® without prior labeling. After each presentatio 
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the O was asked to reproduce (draw) what b® had seen. The 

Bwaber of repetitions employed was th® cuwber of trials 

necessary for each 0 before ha could reproduce recognizable 

faestoile® of each of the 12 flgoree.

The range of ombers of series of presentations was fro® 

two to eight, A five»point scale was constructed to measure 

th® aeount ©f distortion ia th® figures* A seal® point of ”1’ 

was assigned to essentially accurate reproduct ions; H2’* for 

slight alterations; M3'* for drawings noticeably changed, but 

not distorted; '*4*' for sarked changes, such as additions, 

omiBSloa®, etc,; aad for drawings almost completely 

changed. They found that siore than half of the reproductions 

fell iato Categories 4 and 5 ef th® five-poist seal®. They 

carried out a separate analysis of those reproductions judged 

to be in Category 5 (905 drawings). Bach drawing was rated 

as being like or unlike ’•the visual representation of the 

figure nasjed/’— that is, th® drawing was or was not more like 

th® object na»ed thaa the figure presented* They found that 

74 par cent of th® distortiome in the group using th® first 

set of labels and 73. per cent of the dietortiotts in th® group 

using th® s@co.nd set of labels were more like the “visual 

rep resent at ton of th® figure nawd.** Th® authors etat® that 

they did a similar analysis of the drawings in Categories 

2, 3, and 4 and obtained..similar results; however, these results 

were not reported*

Before reviewing soma of the studies of perceptual differences 
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between scUiwpbreKles aad normals, let «g briefly examine 

two attempts to set forth a rationale to aceount for these 

differeaesBe

First, let us consider Arletl (1955). Although Arleti 

says nothing alxmt perceptual processes as such, he does say 

a great deal that can be translated into these teras. For 

example, he discusses the Bchizophrenle’e withdrawal from 

social situations .and tbs schizophrenic’s decreased us® of 

symbols eoamonly employed by others. In this same vein, he 

characterizes schizophrenic thinking as conceptually barren. 

For Arietl, the process af thinking involves the use of con

cepts (generalizations) and f^rcept® (specific instances)j 

the thiekiBg of the schizophrenic, as contrasted with the 

non-schizophrenic, is closer to the perceptual level than to 

th® conceptual level. ’’In a certain way, the universe of 

the schizophrenic, of the primitive, and of the child 1® 

closer to the ismediate perception, to the phenom-enologlcal 

world, and st the .ease tie® it is farther fro® tk® truth than 

ours because of its extrea® subjectivity (p. 213).”

McSeynolds (1950) deals more with the actual jssrceptual 

world of th® schizophrenic. In fact, perception is of central 

Importance in his theory concerning schizophrenia. According 

to this theory, the act ©t perceptual organization is a rein

forcing condition. Therefor®, people coEStautly seek th® 

aesiailatien of new perceptual experience within their con

ceptual frawwork. The inability to assimilate percept® is a 
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basic caw® of aaxiety. Schizophrenia is a process which 

iFihibits the assimilation ©f sew percepts, and thus prevents 

the occurrenee ©I reinfercsaeBt in ©©going perceptual experience, 

and ensures ths ceatimance ©f anxiety ©vocation so long as th® 

intake conditions regain Knchanged* Therefore, while noraals 

actively eeck and require new perceptual experience, schizophrenics 

avoid new perceptiona because they are anxiety-producing. This 

view is consonant with the results ei a study by Earris (1S53), 

who cosipared noraals sad schizophrenics under conditions of 

sensory deprivation. He found that, under these coBditions, 

the schizophrenies were not a® disturbed as the normals; in 

fact, ssaa© reported having enjoyed the experience. In addition, 

h® reported that the echtecphrenics displayed a reduced number 

c-f secondary sysptoss of the disorder following the deprivation 

experisncs.

Let us bow consider so®© of the experlsent® in th® area 

of perception in which schizophrenic Ce were compared with 

nonschizophrenic Ge. The first two experiments to be con

sidered represent attempts to combine ^dynamie’’ and w®xp@ri- 

wntar* approaches.

The first ©f these was carried out by Dunn (1954). E@ 

presented four series of six ©artoon-llk® drawing depicting 

a mother scolding her son, a nether feeding her son, a mother 

whipping her son, and a neutral scene of a tree and a bush. 

Th® @oth®r-son situations showed the mother8.® ara in various 

positions; similarly, in th® tree-bush scene, one limb of th® 
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tres was ehowa in correepoediBglx altered positions. A group 

©f Bchisephreeios asd a group of a@dieal-surgical patients 

at a. Veterans Adaiinistratioii Eospital aa4a dlaertoinatory 

judgsients concerning tk® scenes as to differences in position 

of the ©other*® am la th® «oth@r*»on scenes, and in position 

of the liab in the tre»*bush scenes. It was found that th® 

schizophrenics Judged as accurately as nonschizophrenics with 

tbs neutral and feeding scenes, but tended to do worse on th® 

scenes involvieg whipping, and were significantly less accurate 

in judging til® scolding scene. Th® author interpreted his find

ings as suggesting that schizophrenics do as well as normals 

on tasks that are not related to personally relevant material.

Barris (1858) had ’’good’* preseorbid schiso^hrenics, “poor” 

premorbid schizophraslcs, and noraals Judge th® sizes of pic

ture® with various thews that presumably had special meaning 

for th® schizophresic. E® found little group differences in 

Judgments of mean size, although the schizophrenics were sore 

variable in their Judgoents ©a sob® of the pictures. R® also 

found that the good preaorbid group perforsied more like th® 

normals than did the poor premorbid group. Gnu of his incidental 

findings appears to contradict Dune’s (1954) results. That is, 

th® si®e Judgments of th® poor premorbid group were almost a® 

inaccurate for the tree and bush (neutral) scene as for the 

pictures of a©th®r-®oa relationships.

Apparently, at least from these two studies, there is th® 

basis for a difference of opinion ccaceraiBg th® schizophrenic’s 
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ability to rsa&s aecorate perceptual judgments oa impersonal 

material, Dunn’s results suggest that schizophrenics do as 

well on neutral stimuli as do nonsaIs, but their perforsance 

Is disrupted by significant material. Earris (1S58), on the 

other hand, found that pictures having personal significance 

did not differs-atlally disrupt th® p^rforaance of his schizo

phrenic Os, Before considering this problem further, let us 

look at soae experisients that used only neutral material.

Miebuhr and Cohen (ISSS) studies group differences among 

acute sdiizcphrenics, chromic schizophrenics, and patients with 

neurological disorders on Beadsr«G@stalt reproductions from 

memory aad by matching, Using a student rasrse group as a 

control, they found significant differences in efficiency in 

each group comparison, except for the cosiparisoa between the 

student nurses, who were most efficient, and the acute schizo

phrenics who wera next. The chronic schizophrenics were signifi

cantly less efficient than the acute sehlxophrenicB and the 

least efficient was ill® neurological group.

Lovlr<er (1958) , using a size constancy appx”oach with 

varying degrees of cues, found similar diffswaces between 

acet® and chronic schizcphreaics, with ths chronic schizophrenics 

doing much mor® poorly. Actually, accordlag to his findings, 

the acute schizophrenics demonstrated a slight tendency to do 

better than normals.

Cohen, Sent and Eustoa (1956) tested the performance of 

early schizophrenics,' ebroaic schizophrenics, depressives and 

neurotics on three perceptual taeles of varying degrees of com- 
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plexlty. They fosad that the chroaie scbizophreaics leaded 

t© do worst, and that both schlzeplireai© groups did less well 

than th® other group®. Ose interestlag iindisj in their 

experieent was that aaytal eahaaced th® perforaanc® of the 

schisophreBis groep ©a moderately structured tasks, but not 

©a those considered g»st*str«ctured, or least-structured.

Cooper (1980) eoeparsd Kermis to sohiKophreaics on 

simple perceptual Judgments, i.e., length of Gallon bar, 

Saader parallelogram and teaaapae squares. She rated the 

schizophrenics according to degree of disturbance and cor

related this variable with perceptual accuracy. She found 

that in every case aoraals were ®o« accurate and less variable 

than the achiaophroaic®. She did not, however, find a sig- 

aificaat cerrelatioa between degree of disturbance and percep

tual accuracy.

,Fr©» the results of these ©xperiseats, it appears that 

the necessary paraaeters for understanding the effect of the 

schizophrenic process oa perceptual judgseets kava not as yet 

been delineated. This I® suggested by the apparent contradic

tions between soma ©f the results obtained—for example, by 

Duna (1934) and by Harris (1958)• The theories introduced by 

Arieti (1955) and by MeBaynoMs (1S50) suggest that one of 

the paraBeters dlstinguislilng schizophreaic and nonschizo

phrenic p<rfo»anc® coacern» differences 1® the effects of 

past experience upon perceptual accuracy. The following two 

experisents ®ay give a elw as to the nature ©f these effects.
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la th© first ex^srimsat (Weekowiex and Wltoey, I960), it 

was found that sehizophrenies were ®or@ sensltivs to (that is, 

aoro influenced by) th® B’aller-Ly«r illusion than were nornials. 

Siac® it has been found that practice dacreases th® effects of 
i

this illusion, on® would expect that if a schizophrenic is 

’’nhisiGric,” he would continue to be more sensitive to th® 

illusion.

Th® other experiaient involved a Gestalt closure task.

Snyd@r, Rosenthal sad Taylor (1961) presented the task to 

norMais and schizophrenics. Th® figures were line drawings 

of a boy and a house, each of which contained eight 20-®illi* 

meter gap®. When told to reproduce those figures, th© schizo

phrenics closed significantly fewer gaps than did the normals.

Th® results ©f these two experiments suggest that th® on

going experience (a® reflected in perforBance) of schizophrenics 

is not as readily assimilated with past experience (i.e., is 

not ’’coded” as efficiently) as that of normal subjects. Thus, 

schizophrenics did less well on a task involving practice effects, 

but perforated with more accuracy when ths criterion, of successful 

perforaance was the avoidance of ”norsal'* closure tendencies.

Let us sow look briefly at the design of the present study 

and state ths hypotheses. First, schizophrenics and nonschizo- 

phreulcs were divided into four groups, Schizophrenic Control 

(SC), Schizophrenic teperiesatal (S£), Scraal Control (XC) and 

Konaal Experimental ($2). Cash group was asked to reproduce 

(draw) ten designs presented tachistcscopically. The control
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groups w-ara simply told th® of each design. Each

clcsiga was ’’labeled’* (maed) for the expcrisental group. In 

each case, th® Hlabsr* was elected to elicit an i»age ( i.e., 

a fasniliar representative of past-experience) at variance with 

ths actual psrceptvsl characteristics of the presented figure.

Since previous studies of differences in perceptual Judgment 

between sehixophrenics and nonschizophrenics have generally found 

norssals to be sore accurate, the first hypothesis is: Konschixo* 

phrenics aahe fewer distortions than schizophrenic under control 

conditions. Since the weight of evidence sug^sts that schizo* 

phrenic® assimilate past and present experience less readily 

than do normals, the following additional hypotheses are made.

hypothesis is that, of the two normal groups, the 

experimental group sakes more distorticns in the direction of 

the label. The third hypothesis is that the two schizophrenic 

groups differ in frequency of distortions Min th© direction of 

the lab®!'* (The actual expectancy is th® rawree). The fourth 

hypothesis, which follows from the second and third hypotheses, 

is that under the experimental group conditions, normals make 

more distortions "’in the direction of the label/1 than do schizo

phrenics.



CAnr- in

M3THCZ;3 AM> PEOCSOHSS

The methods used in this study correspond generally with 

those esiployed in, th® study ©f Carreicha®!, et al. (1832), with 

certain changes to b@ described bslow.

Cbserveirs

Th® Os were all ieaate® at the lynn Prison Para at Huntsville, 

Texas. This is a treatment center that houses schizophrenic pa

tients as well as patients with other medical disorder’s. All 

observers were whit® ®al@ prisoners. There were 30 chronic 

schizophrenic patients of unquestioned diagnosis, and 30 control 

observers who were without a history or present signs of psycho

sis or severely incapaeitatlng neurosis. *11 observers were:

1. Between the ages of IS and 50
2. Without a history, or present eigns, of orgaisl- 

city or epilepsy
3. Without raeatal deficiency
4. Without hearing defects
5. Without visual defects (if wearing glasses)
®. Without Istpaireeiat of dosainant arm and hand

Two lists of prisoners (cm® of noraals, one of schizo

phrenics) were given to the experimenter (2); each contained 

the names of 34 Inmates, vs were run until 33 from each list 

had been tested.

Apparstua

Tbs apparatus consisted of a Gunter Tachistoscop®, Modol 

1U3, and a Gunter Timer, Type 200A. The designs were drawn in 

India Ink on Fencron .drafting plastic in such a fashion as to 

fit Inside a. circle 1 3/S inches in diameter. Th® designs and 
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the Basies giwa to theta are seen in Figure 1 (rasa 20).

Procedure

Each 0 was se@a iadividually by th® S. In each case, 

the XI introduced hteself, offered the 0 a cigarette and in- 

structed hia as follows: ”1 a® goieg to flash so®® designs 

in this box aed I want you to draw what you s©e.” The G was 

given a set ©1313 index card® aed a pencil, and asked to 

draw each design on the back of a separate card. Generally, 

these were all the instruction® necessary, although an occa

sional observer had to be assured that artistic ability was 

not required. At this point, the E made certain that the 0 

was ready, and then to the Cs in the experinaental group said, 

•’This is a diaaond in a rectanglej draw what you see.” The 

Cs ia the control group were told, ’’This is Design No. 1; 

draw what you se®.” The separate designs were flashed in 

order, without further coasasnt except to give the ’•nanes’’ for 

the expertoental group and the design nwabers for the control 

group. Occasionally, an 0 would ask a question or cogent 

about a design and would again be told, ’’Draw what you Bee.” 

Sine® there were remarkably few drawings that did not have 

some re®eatblance to the stimulus figure, these instructions 

appear to have 'been adequate for all groups. All Cs were run 

in one and a half working days. The Cs were separated into th® 

experimental and control groups by designating @vex*y other naa® 

in the original lists as ©xperiaental, and th® others as control. 

The Cs were kept in thss® groups regardless of order of appearance.
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Figure 1

Besiga to. 1 Design® Presented
Diaaicad la a Beetaegle

Besiga So, G 
Table

2C@«igo Ke 
Bottle

Design to. 7
Kidney Bean

Design to, 3
Eat

Design Ms. 4 
Dwabbell

Design to. 5 
The KuKsber tour

Design to. 8
Trowel

Design to. 9
Broee

Design to. 10 
Th® Suaber Two
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Analysis ol pesigna
The <i raw lags w@« all labeled, in coda, on the back of 

the cards, and separated into stacks of individual designs. 

Th® sets of cards were giwn to two Judges who were asked to 

designat® the®' D (for Distorted) if they were Markedly distorted 

from the original design. Hext, they were asked to judge the 

cards as P (for Predicted) if they were distorted and also 

locked Baer® like th® visual image of the na®e given than like 

the original design. In other words, the cards designated as 

’’D'’ included see® that were also designated as ‘•P.** 2ach judge 

had a copy of the original designs ia front of hiss as he »sade 

his Judgments. Criginally, it had been planned that both judges 

would have to agree that a design was distorted before it would 

be accepted as being D. The saae criterion was to be used for 

P. Fevcvsr, examination revealed that, despite the instructions 

Judge A called sasy »ore of the designs D than did Judge D. 

Since the original criterion would have, ia effect, resulted in 

the us® of only Judge D’s data, the JudgMents were analyzed in

dividually, but not c©mbiB@d. 

Analysis of Data

Scores were obtained for each 0 by counting the number of 

D and P scores he received from each Judge. Then, the two sets 

of judgswnts were correlated for each of the four subgroups as 

well as for th® total group. The significance of differences 

between the two set® of judgssnts was estis^ted with t tests. 

Similar tests of elgnificance were carried out for subgroup dif- 



farsnees for .each judge. This was done for both the D scores 

ar»d the P scores.
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BESPITS

©f Agr@e$i»st

As reported is the p«viees chapter, there were sosee 

clearcutj systematic differences betweenthe two judges. As 

seen in Table 1, for each of the four groups. Judge A cate

gorised a significantly greater number of the designs as dis

torted than did Judge B. The »ami tendency was evident with 

P judgments (distortioBB is the predicted direction* i.e., 

to look more like the label), however, as can been seen iu 

Table 4, these latter differences were net as large nor as 

significant.

Despite these sizeable »®aa differences/ the degree of 

correlation between Jsdgsent arrays was relatively high, &s 

Ghowa in Table 2. For D, the correlation was .74 overall, 

with correlations within ths subgroups ruz^ning from .40 

(p * .C5) and ,43 (p * .01) in the »8 (Itorsal Experimental) 

and SC (Schizophrenic Control) groups to .84 and .60 (both 

significant at the .01 level) in th® IC (lorsml Control) and 

S3 (Schizophrenic ExperixsBtal) groups. The correlations of 

P judgments ware generally lower than these involving D, but 

were still significant. Gr, to put it another way, the dif

ferences ia jud^'sent of D concerned primarily the simple deter

mination of the amount of distortion necessary to designate a 

reproductloa as D; differences in P judgseats presumably are 

traceable to more complex judgmental requirements^ This dis

tinction will be discussed mre fully below.
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Table 1

Meaa Differeaees Betweea Two Seto of Aidgmeots

of Total Distortions for All Four Subgroups 

(S • IS in eaeb group)

Group

Judge A Judge B

SD 1 SD t P«

Schizophrenic Control S.20 1.86 5.40 2.82 3.10 .01

Schizophrenic Experimental 8.49 1.68 6.33 3.13 2.96 .01

Normal Control 8.53 2.07 3.33 1.84 4.47 .01

Normal Experimental 7.G7 1.39 2.67 1.47 8.43 .01



4!e *3

(M * 15 in each group)

Table 3

F®arso» r Correlations Between Judyaents at

Judge A and Judge B, on Total

Distort teas &M Predicted Bistort loss

Dis tort tow JB Predicted £ < / )
Schizophrenic Control ,4S .01 .34 .05

Schizophrenic Experimental .SO .01 .TO .01

formal Control .83 .01 .S3 .01

Sormal experimental .40 .S3 .34 .05

Four Group® (Total) .T4 .01 .54 .01
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Rypstlwsis Swiwher 1

Th® first hypothec is--the KC group make® fewer distor

tions than th® SC grotap—was eoafirasd by the data. As shown 

ia Table 3, both JiMdges a signif icantly greater number of 

judgmeate of D for tli@ SC group. In fact, for each judge, eac; 

of the two normal groups ®ad® significantly fewer total distor

tions than either of the corresponding schisophrenic groups. 

Hypothesis Furnber 2

Eypothesis Huxbar 3—the MS group eakas more P distortions 

than th® MC group—was not confirmed. A® is evident in Tables 

5 and 6, neither judge reported significantly Biore P distortions 

for the MS group than for the 'IS .group.

Hypothesis R®ber 3

Hypothesis Kuaber 3—(in reverse fem to expectancy) the 

nuaber of F distortions for th® SC aad SB group differs— was 

not confiraed since ths differences did not reach significance 

for either judge (of. Tables 5 and 6). However, there was a 

clear tendency in both, sets ©f judgments toward more P distor

tions in the SS group.

Hypothesis Niw^wr 4

Hypothesis Humber 4—the group .makes more P distortions 

than ths SB group—was not confirmed} in fact, finding® were 

significant in th® other diroctioa for Juds® B (cf. Table C.). 

Further Analysis of Data

In Bore general terms, the first major hyp©.thesi® set forth 

in this study was that schlzophreuies reproduce (and, thu®, pro-
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Table 3

Differences in Total Mu&ber of Distortions for Two Control Groups 

(K * IS in each of two groups)

a so

Jodge A

Schisophrenic Control 8.20 1.86 Koraal Control 6.S3 2.07 2.25 .05

Judge B

Selllaophr®aic Control 5.40 2.82 Moraal Control 3.33 1.84 2.39 .OS
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Table 4

Coinpar isos ef Jadgseats of Predicted

Distortlees by Judge A aad Judge B

(X » 15 in each .of four groups)

Jsdge A Jttdge B

Grotip M gp H IB t £ ( / >
Sehlz-ophrsnic Coatrol 1»43 l.M 1.07 1.21 .63 rue.

Schizophrenic Exper. 2.47 2.SS 1.67 1.24 1.61 n.e.
Kon&al Control 1.40 .72 .73 .79 2.11 .05

Kor^al ExperiBeatal 2.07 1.64 .67 .SI 3.47 .01



Qrottp Differeaces in Rueber of Predicted

Table 5

Distort ions (Judge A)

(S « 15 in each of four groops)

<3ro-By M SD Creep H S 1 1 < / >
Koraal Cuotrol 1.40 .72 Soreal Kxperlmntal 2.07 1.64 1.69. B«a»

Sshiaophre»ie Control 1.40 1.54 Sefaizophreaie Experiseental 2.47, 2.S8 1.93. .n. e.

Soiraal Exp@ri®e»tal 2.07 1.64 Sobisophrealc Experiasatal 2.47 2.B3 1.64 S.S,

to



Group Diffsreaces io Stieber of Predicted Distortions (Jutiga B)

Table 6

Cl $ 15 in eaeh ©f fo«r groups)

Group 1 SP Crowg 1 F_D 1 E <Z
Sorasl Control .73 ,79 Xorsal Experimental .67 - .81, .18, n.s.

SchfarapbreaiG Control 1,07 1,21 SeMzoplireaio Sxperisental 1.67 1.24 . 1.47 e.e.
Korsal Sxperiwntal .87 .81 SeteigoyMreiii© Sx^rieestal 1.67 1.24 . 3.70- .02

u o
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etmably perceive) staedardised etirauli with less veridicallty 

than do ncraal subjects. Ths second major hypothesis was that, 

tinder the experisental set to assimilate current ambiguous per

ceptual elewmts late relatively w@ll»learaed conceptual classes 

schizophrenics are les® able than normal subjects to transcend 

the compelling immediacy of the current perceptual experience. 

In other words, schizophrenics are deficient is processing in- 

formation in teras ©f translating it into th® coding units cf 

(what ®a have terz&ad) "past ©zperleace.'*

Th® first major hypothesis was confirmed. The second was 

net and, in fact, the results were in a direction opposite to 

those expected. Thus, a re-examination of th® experimental 

gituatioa seesad warranted—what were ths possible sources of 

error in th® situation? The failure to confirm the expectation 

that schizophrenics are less able than normals to assimilate 

current experience with previously learned mtorial in this 

particular experimental situation could be conceivably attri

buted to any of several factors.

First, the fault could be in the theory itself; is thera 

a reasonable basis for the expectation that schizophrenics 

have special difficulty la assimilating past and current 

expsrfence? The answer would seem to be that there is con

siderable clinical and experimental evidence to support this 

view, as previously cited.

.A second possible source of error could be traced to 

saspliag deficiencies—l.e., were the echisophrenlo and 
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roraal subjects ehogea for tills study valid represautatlves of 

those general classes'? Is saea respects, it would appear that 

the choice of prisoners as subjects and the lack of closer 

direct controls over such possibly contributing factors as 

intelligence, education, etc., certainly produced a less taaa 

ideal experimental Bituation. Eowever, a review et the identi

fying characteristics for the groups (as cited above) indicates 

that the prisoners were apparently a relatively homogeneous 

group, and that the presence or absence of schizophrenic 

gy^ptotoatology remina as presuaably th© &o«t salient charac

teristic distinguishing th® experimental and control groups.

Another possible source of error that was considered con

cerned reliability ©f JudgaeBts. Here, again, while the asiount 

of absolute differences between the two sets of Judgments clearly 

suggests that th® Judges wore not adequately trained, the appre

ciable degrees of correlation between &ost of these sets would 

sesa to eliminate unreliability of Judgsaent as a major considera

tion.

There reaained several interrelated factors that appeared 

to be more likely candidates as centributars to the unexpected 

findings concerning group differences in the sssitoilabllity of 

present and past experience. It was observed that, although 

there were a relatively large nuaber of P Judgments, the number 

of P Judgments was proportionately such smaller, particularly 

for th» group, lad yet the occurrence of ’’predicted*’ dis- 

tcrtions (i.e*, ’’toward ths direction of the label**) was pre-
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cleely wfaat the set was iateaded to produce.

Did this mn that, for soaa reason, the Os (particularly 

In th® M.S group) were not responding to the set (i.e., that 

the esperi®ental instracticas were not '‘taking hold?”).

Further reflection led to th® tentative conclusion that, 

since the set had apparently been effective in the earlier 

study of normal subjects by Carmichael, ®t al., the difference 

between the two situatiofis should be examined ®ore closely. 

St was then observed that th® original study had involved 

Judgments involving several degrees of predicted distortion 

(later telescoped in actual data analysis), while the current 

study employed a sispl® dichotomy of mhrlssd distortion v®. ite 

absence. It s®«aed possible that this dlchotoaous distinction 

might be so gross that so»e of the data were being overlooked.

This line of reasoning converged with the following more 

rationally derived consideration, and this convergence led 

to the decision to re-analyze th® data, as set forth below. 

Th® original rationale was that, if norsmls employ past 

experience rore effectively io th© asslsiilatloa of current 

experience, their response to the experimental set should 

be to reproduce figures most closely correspondent with the 

label , or represontativo of psst experience. And yet the 

figure® were, by design, quite noticeably divergent from the 

concept invoked by the label. If w® were to place more em

phasis vpoa the process of assiallatioa and less upon our 

perhaps overly-concretized conception of “past experience,“ 
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it sight b-a raasocablj expected that corsaals ©igat resolv® the 

discrepancy by couspromlsiisg, or ‘’assimilating''’, both sources 

©f information, while ^eMaop’ireales might conceivably be less 

able to resolve th® polar ©xtreaes of ” leveling** or "sharpen- 

ing’’ In processing th® saae conflicting inforaatioia. As such, 

the successful assimilation of conflicting Information might 

be considered as one important aspect of effective use of 

past experience, in a more general g@n®e.

Following these lines cf thinking, we re-®naly»ized the 

data in the following way.' £ first took the cards for each 

design for the two control groups,' shuffled them together, 

placed thea face up so that so identifying Barks ware visible, 

and divided each packet into three equal piles ©f ten designs 

as follows: (a) most distorted? (b) ©©dim distortions; and 

(c) least distorted. As is evident in Table 7, the findings 

of this analysis were consistent with those of the earlier 

dichotomous Judgments; schisc-phrenics reproduced more extreme 

distortions when the set was introduced. Group differences 

in medium distortions, under those conditions, were not ap

parent.

Essentially th® sas® judgmental procedure was followed 

in re-analyaing the data in terms of distortions "in the 

direction of the label" (i.®e, $* distortions"). Again, all 

reproductions were separated according to the ten different 

designs, and then further distributed for three separate group 

comparisons—KE vs. SE, 13 vs. MC, and S3 vs. SC. For each
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Table T

Differences between Two Control Groups in Distributions 

of Judged Total Distortions According to

Revised Trichotomoue Analysis

(H * 15 in each group with 10 drawings per C)

Most 
Distorted

Maditm
Distort tons

least
Distorted

Xoreals 33 50 67

Schizophrenics 67 50 33

p
7.58

.01

Kotos Overall (2 x 3) cbl-square is 14.32, P < .01. 
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of these group comparisons, deslgsa were again judged to 

fall in three equal piles as follows: (a) most ’’distorted1’ • 

!•«., most resesiblant of the label concept} (b) aedium 

'’distortions}” and (c) least resemblant of the label concept.

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 8. The 

key comparison—-that between the O and SI groups—-rather 

clearly supports our second-guessing that the most appropriate 

distinction between normals and schizophrenics in this parti

cular type of problem-solwing situation concerns differences 

in ability to assimilate, or compromise, disparate elements 

of ’’past experience’* and current experience (cf. the group 

differences in ”medium distortions”). The other two group 

comparisons were between experimental and control groups 

within tie schizophrenic and nonschizophreBic samples; they 

were intended to provide further information concerning the 

previously raised methodological question as to whether 

or not the experimental instructions ’’took hold” in this 

research problem as contrasted with similar operations in the 

Carmichael, et al., (1932), previously cited. A clear answer 

does not emerge. In the original (dichotomous) analysis, the 

experimental set seemed to be effective for schizophrenic O's, 

bat not for normals; in the re-analysis of the data, the 

situation was reversed. Xu this case, we must defer (we 

suppose) to the previously-cited observed difference between 

M3 and SS groups as a basis for Inferring ths effectiveness of 

the introduced experimental variable, and leave the cleaner 

question of ths overall effectivensss of this experimental
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Table 8

Group Differences in Distributions of Judged

Fredicted Distortions According to

Revised Tricliotoiaous Analysis

(W s 15 in each group with 10 drawing® per C)

Kost bike label In Between least Like Label

SC Group 43 49 53

S3 Group 52 51 47

Group 39 53 56

13 Croup 61 45 44

S2 4.82 1.00 1.44

P .05 I.S. K.8.

13 Group 54 61 33

S3 Group 48 39 63
X2 .64 4.82 9.00

P U.S. .05 .01

me; Overall (2 % 3) chi-square® are as follows:
SC vs. SS, 0.56, P not significant; KC vs. H3, 7.28, P < .05;
K3 vs. S3, 14.48, P < .01.
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procedure for the future. 

Incidental Findings.

For the reasons cited above, th® data were also 

re-examined informally to search for additional evidence 

supporting our post hoe reasoning concerning group dif

ferences in predicted distortions.

When the figures were flashed in th® experiment, they 

appeared to be in a square, since th® Pencron drafting tape 

was slightly darker than the white paper surrounding it. Only 

8 (2.7 per cent) of the drawings of normals were drawn with 

squares around th.es, but 49 (16.3 per cent) of the drawings 

of schizophrenics had squares around them. This becomes 

even more notable when one examines the records of the 

experimental Os, separately. Sine® the designs were named 

in the experimental condition, the expectation would be that 

other stimuli, such as the square, would be ignored. Under 

the experimental condition, only 1 (0.7 per cent) of the 

normals* drawings were in squares, whereas 21 (14 per cent) 

of the schizophrenic drawings were in squares. These dif

ferences in proportion are highly significant, and provide 

further support for our reasoning that the normals were more 

able in both conditions to determine the relevant 

variables whereas the schizophrenics had difficulty determining 

relevant variables (i.e., in Musing past experience”) even 

with the aid of cues.

Instead of an inference of group differences in ability 

to judge relevancy, it could be argued that schizophrenics 
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simply add moro things to their drawings than do noa- 

fi«his©phr®ai<?«. Eowever, this seem® to be an unlikely 

condition when one considers the numbering of the designs. 

In the instructions to the control groups, the Cs were 

told, "This is Design Io. 1," ... "This is Design Ko. 2,** 

... etc. Although none of the designs was numbered by 

either of the experimental groups, four of the 15 schizo

phrenic controls, and seven of the 15 nonschizophrenic 

controls numbered their designs. Although this 

difference is not significant, it does not provide support 

for the latter interpretation.
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DISCUSSION

Because ©f the unexpected finding® and the resulting 

need to explain the basis for the re-analysis of the data, much 

of the discussion material was introduced in th® Results 

chapter. Consequently, the ensuing discussion of the study 

will be largely confiaed to a review of the findings for 

each hypothesis set forth within the context of previous 

findings that have been obtained within these areas. 

Hypothesis Smbor

Th® studies by Niebuhr and Cohen (1956); Lovinger 

(1956)। Cohen, Beef and Boston (135S); Cooper (1960) and 

Weckowlca and Witney (1960) suggested that schizophrenics 

are less accurate in their perceptual judgments than are 

normals. These findings are not in agreement with those 

obtained by Dunn (1354) and Snyder, loeeethal and Taylor 

(1961). However, th® latter two studies were don® under 

special conditions and ar® not necessarily direct contra

diction® of the previously wntloaed studies. Therefore, 

the first hypothesis was; The MC group makes fewer dis

tortions than th® SC group. Th® data from the present study 

confirmed this hypothesis. Two Judges categorised a sig

nificantly greater nuaber of th® schizophrenics* drawings as 

^markedly distorted.1* In addition, on further analysis when 

ths reproduction® of each design were divided into three equal 

groups according to degree of distortIob, the schizophrenic 
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group agaia had significantly sore drawings ia th® ®ost 

distorted category* Thus, there is additional evidence 

that, when asksd to reproduce simple figures that are 

presented for short durations of time, normals ar® more 

accurate than schleophrenics.

Hypothesis'r 2

Studies by Bruaer and Goodman (1M7)| Bruner and 

Postman (1943)$ Lambert, Solomon and Watson (1S43); 

Perky (1910)j Duncker (1939)$ Bruner, Postman and 

Eodrigues (1S51)$ Schafer and Murphy (1943)$ Haggard and 

Hose (1944); and Carmichael, Hogan and Walter (1932) had 

all shown that past experience (or cm of the components 

of past experience a® discussed earlier) affects the 

perceptual judgaents of normal Cs. The second hypothesis 

wasi The HS group mahes aor® P distortions than the NC 

group. That is, normals would be affected by the label 

so their drawings would be distorted in th® direction of 

the label. With all th® evidence froa the earlier studies, 

it was quite surprising when this hypothesis was not con

firmed by the original findings based upon dichotomous 

judgments. The earlier methodology had required a judgment 

of ’’aarked distortionH in the direction of the label to 

be considered P; this had resulted in a very small number 

of judgments of P drawings. When the data were re-analyzed 

according to a less gross system of categorizing, it became 

clear that normals had been influenced by the label.
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Bypot .fees Is Kmisbey 3

The theories of Arleti (1955) and MeSeyaolda (1880), 

as well as the studies by Duan (1954)$ Sarris (1953)$ 

Kiebuhr aad Cohen (1933)$ L©vicger (1958)$ Cohen, Senf 

and Huetoa (1956)$ and Cooper (1930); Wectowiea and Witney 

(1330); and Snyder, Bosenthal and Taylor (1861) suggest 

that schizophrenics ©rga&ixe their perceptions differently 

than noascMzophreaics, The suggestion is that schizophrenics 

ar® less effective than noraal persons is assiailatlag past 

experience aud pressat isforaation. Therefore, the third 

hypothesis was: The SS group differs significantly from the 
SC group ©a the number of P distortions; the actual 

expectation was for no group difference. Although this 

hypothesis was not confirmed since the differences did not 

reach significance for either judge, sets ©f judgments 

tended both toward more P distortions in th® S3 group. This 

same tendency was noted in the later analysis, as set forth 

above. 

Hypothesis Mmber 4

The fourth hypothesis was an outgrowth of the second 

and third. If past experience has a greater effect on th® 

ongoing expeiience of normals than that of schisophrenic®, 

th® expectations would be: The M group makes more 

distortions in the direction of the label than does th® 

SS group. Thia hypothesis was not confirmed with the data 

of th® original analysis; actually, findings were significant 

in th® other direction for Judge B, and approached signifl- 
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tiaKce la tMat direction for Judge A» With the re-analysis, 

there again was not a significant difference in P dis

tortions with the one-third of th® drawings looking most 

life© the label, but there was in the middle third of the 

reproductions that represented middle' values, or r*compromises, 

in which the reproductions of the NS group retained some 

of the elements of each of the conflicting response require

ments - i.e., to follow the perceptual figure and to follow 

the ’»label- set.

It is here that the difference between normal and 

Bchisophrenic responsiveness is most clearly drawn. Th® 

normal person can (and, presumably, frequently does) 

assimilate divergent information, whether between past and 

ongoing experience or between other conflicting sources. 

Th® schisophrenic shows a special deficit in this type of 

information-processing as well as in Judging accurately 

along a relevant-irrelevant coBtinuua. Th® lack of ability 

to assimilate divergent information and to accurately 

Judge relevancy, as demonstrated by ths schizophrenics in 

the present study, seems consonant with the clinical and 

experimental formulations of Cameron, Chapman, McReynolds, 

and others in terms of over-literalness, over-inclusiveness, 

over-abstraction, etc*

This is seen in both the formal and informal analyses of 

data in the present study, for example, in terms of owx* 

inclusiveness (or sxtrose -leveling”), th® only drawing 

of a -broom- for Design 10 that presented detail to the 
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point cr£ drawing separate straws was dan® by an 0 in the 

£2 group. Siailarly, the only drawing of the figure ’*4** 

for Design 5 that presented a classical closed figure, 

rather than th© eore frequently used open figure, was also 

by an C in that group. It was the relatively few extreme 

P distortions such as these that were being "picked up" 

as "sarked distortions" by the two Judges in the original 

analysis.

la sumary, this experiment leads to two conclusions. 

First, It is apparent that the reproduction of siaple 

designs from ©eaory is done much more accurately and 

effectively by normals than by schisophrenic®. Second, 

schizophrenics are unable to assimilate past and ongoing 

experience as effectively as normals, as demonstrated in 

the reproduction of these sMple geometric designs. The 

second conclusion must necessarily be only a tentative 

on®, since it was arrived at from after«the»fact reasoning. 

However, it does not sees unlikely that additional research 

in this area would prove confirmatory.



CHAPTEB VI

SUMMARY

The purpose of this experiBest was to study some of 

the differences la the perception of schizophrenics and 

normal subjects, especially when past experience (in the 

fora of verbal labels) was introduced into the experimental 

situation.

The procedure involved flashing designs tachisto- 

scopically and having the Gs draw what they saw. Past 

experience was introduced to the experimental group by 

giving the designs labels that did not fit them with com

plete accuracy. It was hypothesized that, under this 

condition, distortions in the "direction of the label" 

would be more pronounced in the reproductions of the 

normal observers.

The results, under control conditions, were that the 

schizophrenics produced more distorted reproductions than 

did the nonschizophrenics. This was as predicted and is 

consistent with previous research findings.

The results with P (distortions in the direction of 

the label) were more equivocal. When only dichotomous 

Judgments (marked "P* and MMo P’) were considered, the 

performance of the schizophrenics appeared to be more 

affected than that of normal observers. However, when the 

designs were divided into three equal groups, from most 

like the label to least like the label, another answer 
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beca®.® eppareat. It was fowad that aeraal cbssrvers, 

under experimental conditions of the label set, reproduced 

drawings that reflected eleaettts ©f both the percept and 

the introduced disparate concept (1.®., '’laber*). As a 
group, schiKophrettic observers could not make this cottpro- 

®is®| thus, their perforaancs was interpreted as reflecting 

a lack of ability to aEslallate divergent information and 

a lack of accuracy in distinguishing relevant from Irrelevant 

in processing this inforaation. Sehlzophrenle performance 

in this study was interpreted to be consonant with that 

of previous studies in terms of such characteristics of 

schizophrenic behavior as ©ver-literalness and over- 

inclusivenes®.
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A

Saw Data foe* Schisophreaie Coatrols

Deeign 

»<d/F) P

4 4 P P d 4 P 4 3 3

d 4 P . 4 4 4 d > S 2

4 P 4 d d P 6 2

4 d d 4 d 4 d d d d 10 0

d ci d d d 4 4 4 d 9 0

d d d d d d P d d 9 1

4 4 P d d d d 4 P 9 2

ddddddddd 4 10 0

d d d P d d d P 8 2

444444444 4 10 0

4 d P d 4 1

dPDDPddPP 9 4

4 4 4 4 d 5 0

4 d P 4 4 4 4 P 8 2

ddddddddP P 10 2

13 14 12 12 12 5 14 13 13 IS 123

01 4 301023 7 21
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<^ud<s B

taw Data for Schlzophreala Control

PeSiga 

11 iiiiiiiB. 15i 
4 d > 4 4 1

4 d d d d d 6 0

P 4 2 1

d d d d d d d 7 0

d P d d P d d 7 2
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d d P d 4 1
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Raw Data for Schizophrenic Experimental

Design
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